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ABSTRACT  This paper attempts to provide a historical perspective to the emergence of
the Hausa video industry as it affects the Hausa Literary Movement which started in the
mid-1980s. The paper explains the factors that led to the emergence of the Hausa
Literary Movement, the socio-economic and cultural factors that shaped its rise and
decline – and its reawakening with the threat posed by the video. It traces the history of
the video movement in Hausaland and how it is linked with Hausa authors. Factors that
paved the way for the invasion of the Literary Movement by the video are also discussed.
The paper concludes by accepting that the video movement has affected the Literary
Movement, but the Literary Movement is taking a new shape and dimension – and lives
on.


1.  Introduction


What is now widely known as the Hausa Literary Movement 1 has its roots in the mid-
1980s when some young people pioneered the revival of the Hausa novel (Yusuf M.
Adamu 1996). A number of factors contributed to the birth of the movement, notably the
increased number of literate young people as a result of the Universal Primary Education
(UPE) programme introduced by the military regime in the 1970s and the increasing
availability of the new computer technology in Kano where the movement took root
(Abdalla Uba Adamu 1999). One pioneer in these developments was Abba M. Lawan,
alias Mai-unguwa, the chief executive of City Business Centre in Daneji quarters, Kano
City. He encouraged new writers with typesetting services and his office became not only
a meeting point for writers but also a kind of training ground for those of them that
wished to learn the art of printing and publishing. Writers such as Sunusi Shehu Daneji
(whose pen name is Muhammad Usman) were willing to share their knowledge of


                                                                        
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 20th Annual Convention of the Association


of Nigerian Authors (ANA) in Jos, 15-19 November 2000. In addition to the sources cited, this
paper relies on interviews I conducted at Mashi Bookshop, Daneji, Kano, on 15 September
2000 with the authors Bala Anas Babinlata, Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino and A. B. Makwarari.


1 There has been some contention about the nature and definition of this branch of contemporary
Hausa fiction: critics like Ibrahim Malumfashi (1994) call it ‘Kano market literature’ (or in
Hausa adabin kasuwar Kano) and some (e.g. Novian Whitsitt 1996) call it littattafai na
soyayya (‘romantic literature’).
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printing with new authors who would learn about how to make dummies, how filming
and plating works, and about impressions and the binding process. This knowledge of the
basic processes would then help these new authors to produce their own books at minimal
cost. In the early stages of the growth of the Hausa Literary Movement, and to a large
extent even today, authors themselves directly undertook, organized and financed the
printing and production of their own books (Yusuf M. Adamu 1999c).


The emergence of people who would serve as dealers/distributors contributed greatly.
When the Movement began, there were no bookshops that dealt specifically with Hausa
books.  The majority were general sellers concentrating mainly on approved set books for
pupils and students to buy. In Kano, Alhaji Baba of Jakara City Bookshop (in the old
city), Alhaji Musa Lanbala of Sauki Bookshop and Alhaji Garba Mohammed of Garba
Mohammed Bookshop (both in Sabon Gari) were quick to exploit this new opportunity
and bookshops also became centres for authors to meet and exchange ideas. At first, the
booksellers were merely dealers and distributors of books which had been supplied to
them directly by the authors themselves; but with the passage of time, some booksellers
became publishers, buying from authors the copyright of fast selling novels and novellas
or even manuscripts. The booksellers did help greatly in making the Movement livelier
by ensuring that authors earned money from their works.  However the booksellers, as we
shall see, also contributed to the decline of the Movement paving the way for the invasion
of the video industry.


One important element in the development of the Hausa Literary Movement, often
neglected, was the many radio programmes that broadcast readings of both  manuscripts
and published books. The then Radio Nigeria in Kaduna (with the programme Shafa
Labari Shuni), Radio Kano (with Kunnenka Nawa?), and other radio stations in Sokoto,
Jigawa and Bauchi as well as in Niger Republic regularly broadcast programmes which
were, and are still, very influential in the development of the Movement. Usually this
type of programme would be aired daily or twice every week for 15 minutes. By
submitting a manuscript, it was more or less presumed that the author was giving the
radio station permission to broadcast it. But as well as this flow of manuscripts, any
listener could send in, to be read on air, any book he or she found interesting. The
presenter would acknowledge it: for example, he would say something like, ‘Today, we
are going to read from Duniya Mai Yayi written by Binta Bello Lanbatta. This book was
sent to us by Zahra’u Ibrahim’. For a variety of reasons, authors did not in general object
to their copyright being infringed. It was seen as a type of advertising: after hearing a
book read on air, more listeners would go out and look for it to buy.


The new books being written had a special appeal and a new market was created. A
good book could sell up to 100,000 copies within a few years. Annually, it was and is still
not uncommon to sell 20,000 copies. The majority of the customers/readers were young
people and women. Indeed many women and men learned the roman script simply to be
able to read these books – some to later write their own stories (Maigari Ahmed Bichi
1995). The literacy rate, particularly among women, was increased by the Movement;
and women’s participation – both as authors and as readers – has been significant. At this
moment, November 2002, the most popular and best selling new authors of the Hausa
Literary Movement are mostly female, namely Lubabatu Ya’u Wacura (‘Lubaba’), Saliha
Abubakar Zaria, Sa’adatu Baba Fagge, Nafisa Muda Lawan, Halima B.H. Aliyu and
Hadiza Bello Bungudu.2  This does not however mean that they are the best or that they


                                                                        
2 Interview (20 October 2002) with Magaji Shittu Lawan, bookseller and owner of the magazine


Marubuciya, at his Mashi Bookshop, Sabon Titi, Daneji, Kano.
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write better than other male and female authors, but they are very popular with readers. It
has been observed that the readers – most of whom are women – seem to prefer reading
women’s writing, believing that mace ita ta san ciwon ≥ya mace (‘a woman knows
about women’s problems’). The thrillers and detective stories of recent Hausa literature
have mostly been written by male authors and have little appeal to women.


The emergence of authors’ associations also influenced the Movement and indeed
acted as a catalyst for it to flourish. Authors’ clubs were established in several cities, such
as Kungiyar Matasa Marubuta, Kukan Kurciya, Raina Kama and Jigon Hausa in Kano;
Ruwan Dare in Kaduna; and Kungiyar Matasa Marubuta ta Jihar Sakkwato in Sokoto.
Later, in the mid-1990s readers’ clubs emerged: examples include Dakata Readers
Association, Kabuga Readers Association, Tudun Wada Readers Associations and
Hotoro-South Readers Association all in Kano.  In fact Kano has always been and
remains the core of the movement. The readers’ associations are ‘fan clubs’ of a sort, the
readers being ‘fans’ of the Hausa Literary Movement. They meet regularly to read Hausa
novels (old and new) and then discuss content, style and themes. They also discuss
authors’ lives and backgrounds. Until very recently readers did not usually attend
authors’ meetings but at the third meeting of the revived Dandalin Marubuta (‘writers’
forum’) organized by the Association of Nigerian Authors (ANA), Kano Branch, in
November 2002, readers’ clubs sent representatives to request the opportunity to interact
formally with the authors and they were granted their request. This is a development to
watch.


In 1992, there had been an attempt, under the auspices of the Kano State History and
Culture Bureau, to establish a branch of the ANA in Kano. The Bureau wanted to assist
authors with editing and other technical matters as well as organize the launching of
books. One Hausa poetry book Tsumangiya by Hussaini Hapejia was launched under that
arrangement; many authors and would-be authors joined the Association in the hope that
the Bureau would provide some funds or publish their manuscripts but when that was not
forthcoming, they abandoned it and the branch collapsed.


Another attempt was made in 1995, with a view to getting ANA back on its feet in
Kano. The concern was that Hausa writers needed to be part of the mainstream of
Nigerian literature (Yusuf M. Adamu 1994). A caretaker committee for the Kano branch
of ANA was elected under the chairmanship of Maigari Ahmed Bichi. Other members
included Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino, Bala Anas Babinlata, Balaraba Ramat Yakubu and
myself as Secretary. One of the first activities organized by the new Kano branch of ANA
was a workshop in March 1995 where one of the objectives was to bridge the gap that
was emerging between literary critics and authors of the Hausa Literary Movement.
Ibrahim Malumfashi, of Usman Lan Fodio University, Sokoto, had already published his
seminal essay Tsakanin gwanjo da orijina (1992) in which he attempted to situate the
new novels within a wider context of Hausa literature, arguing that authors should be
writing about more important problems, such as corruption, nepotism, hunger and
poverty, rather than writing about love.3 He failed to see the roles these ‘love stories’
were playing in the emergent social change of the early 1990s. He accused the authors of
misguiding Hausa prose-fiction and tagged their works gwanjo (‘second hand’ or
‘inferior’). Some authors took his comments personally. As he was not known to many of
them, he was invited to the workshop. He addressed the meeting and more understanding
between the Kano-based authors and the Sokoto-based literary critic was the result. Other


                                                                        
3 Ibrahim Malumfashi’s article (1992) was a ‘rejoinder to a rejoinder’ Zamani, zo mu tafi by the


leading author Ado Ahmed Gidan Dabino (1992).
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speakers at the workshop included the versatile Hausa author, Bashari Farouk Roukbah,
Maigari Ahmed Bichi and my humble self.


The Kano branch of ANA made great efforts to organize and bring together all Hausa
authors. In 1996, we attended the 16th annual convention of the national ANA in
Kaduna, where we presented some papers and mounted an exhibition of Hausa books.
ANA Kano donated about 70 new Hausa titles to the ANA national library in Lagos.
From then on, Hausa authors began to be accepted on the national literary landscape, and
a fully-fledged branch was established. Interestingly, this new branch of ANA in Kano
was the first and remains the only branch that has active members that write and publish
in a language other than English, namely Hausa. (In recent times, there has been an
increase in the number of authors writing in English and ANA Kano has attracted authors
in the English language. There are now two sections: authors writing in Hausa have their
monthly meeting, Dandalin Marubuta; and similarly once every month the English
section meets at the British Council to read and discuss poems and short stories in
English.)


2.  The home video industry: a background


What gave birth to the Hausa home video was the combined effort of some youths in the
early 1980s (Yusuf M. Adamu 1999b). Sani Lamma, Hamisu Gurgu and Sidiya Bakar
Indiya were the first set of youths to attempt producing a home video in the Hausa
language for the mass market.4 Around the mid-1980s some drama clubs notably Tumbin
Giwa Drama Group, Gyaranya Drama Group and Jigon Hausa Drama Group became
active on stage and then engaged in television soap operas broadcast by Nigerian
Television Authority, Kano, and CTV 67 (now STV 67). Four popular television series
gave an impetus to the drive of producing Hausa home videos: Bakan Gizo (1987),
Jamila da Jamilu (1991), Hadarin ˚asa (1992) and Farin Wata (1992).


The first successful Hausa home video was the two-hour Turmin Danya, produced in
1990 by Ibrahim Mandawari, then president of Tumbin Giwa Drama Group, who was
encouraged and supported by some of his members, notably Auwalu Marshall, the late
Aminu Hassan Yakasai and Adamu Mohammed. In 1992, they produced an opera for
television entitled Cin Amana  which was broadcast by the Katsina State Television in
thirty episodes. In 1993, the Tumbin Giwa Drama group made its video debut with the
production of Gimbiya Fatima (in three parts). The Jigon Hausa group followed suit with
the video Munkar in the same year.


These developments had as their basis the many thriving drama groups but the growth
of the home video industry in the Hausa language cannot be separated from the Hausa
Literary Movement. Established authors began experimentation by adapting their novels
into home videos. Adamu Mohammed adapted his  Kwabon Masoyi (1993), Ado Ahmad
Gidan Dabino adapted his In da So da ˚auna (1993) while Bala Anas Babinlata’s
Tsuntsu mai Wayo (1994) was also adapted. Lan’azumi Baba Cepıyar ’Yan Gurasa
adapted his Rikicin Duniya in 1995 with the title Bakandamiyar Rikicin Duniya after
another producer had already produced a home video with a different storyline under the
title of Rikicin Duniya. Appendix Table 1 details those novels which had been adapted
into videos as at the end of 2002 and the role the author played in the adaptation.


                                                                        
4 Interview with Ibrahim Mandawari, television and video producer, 23 September 2000 at


Mandawari Enterprises, El-Duniya, Kano.
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During the Sallah5 celebrations in 1997, ANA Kano organized its first Dandalin
Marubuta at Gidan Lan Hausa in Kano and used the opportunity to raise funds, create
more awareness of its activities and bring authors, readers and critics together in an
interactive manner.  Tickets were sold and many people came to see popular authors who
had become celebrities. The video adaptations of Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino’s In da So
da ˚auna and Bala Anas Babinlata’s Tsuntsu mai Wayo were shown as part of the
activity. It was a success and from then on people began to recognize the potential of
these authors in making movies out of their books.


By 1998 the Hausa home video movement had taken off: celebrities were being born,
heralding the emergence of what was beginning to be called ‘Kallywood’ or
‘Kanywood’. The birth of this movement would revolutionize the movie industry, and the
cinema houses would no longer be showing only foreign films. The themes of these home
videos ranged from romance (˚ilu Ta Ja Bau), family life (Saudatu ), crime (Wata
Shari≥a Sai a Lahira), social problems (Wasila ), corruption (Wasiyya), to politics
(Gaskiya Dokin ˚arfe) and folk stories (Daskin da RiÎi), etc. More authors who were
interested in home videos joined the new movement.


3.  Books and videos


As stated earlier, some booksellers had transformed themselves from being simply
distributors into being publishers and owners of copyrights. This transformation affected
the production of new works by old established authors in many profound ways. Some
authors had sold their copyrights to the booksellers and some of the major booksellers
had bought the rights of as many as 30 or more manuscripts and published books. Rights
were transferred through the sale of plates or manuscripts: the agreements simply
indicated that the author had sold his or her plates/manuscript to the bookseller. Since the
booksellers then owned books and manuscripts which could simply be reprinted, they no
longer paid much attention to contracting other authors to produce new books. So the
number of new contracts for authors declined markedly.


Booksellers were the major distributors and questions now began to be asked about
what rights went with the sale of the plates. Who owned subsidiary rights, such as that of
adaptation to television, video, cinema? Some authors also began to be unhappy with the
method of payment used by the booksellers. An author might be contracted to supply the
bookseller with two thousand copies of his (or her) book. Formerly, the bookseller would
give the author the money in advance – prior to the actual delivery of the books. But
subsequently the bookseller would more likely only give the author an initial part
payment, the remainder to be paid at some point after the author had actually supplied the
books to the bookseller. If the author’s intention was to use his or her own money to print
and produce the book, his or her troubles were now greater, as the amount due from the
bookseller/distributor might come in two or three instalments at unpredictable times.
Some authors have found that this has increased their financial insecurity and since they
might now not receive one lump sum payment, the opportunity to pay for a reprint or to
print and produce another (new) work is less likely. Authors now feel at the mercy of the
booksellers in a way which was not originally the case. There have been attempts by
some authors to establish their own bookshop; although there are still some proposals
under discussion, so far all have failed. When authors become economically powerless,
their interest begins to weaken, more so when they feel they are without money and
without recognition.


                                                                        
5 The Eid festival.
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Some of the authors who form part of the Literary Movement are also blessed with
other talents, in particular that of movie making (Yusuf M. Adamu 1999a). For example,
people such as Bala Anas Babinlata, Ibrahim Mandawari and the late Aminu Hassan
Yakasai were initially interested in making movies and were, in Babinlata’s case in
particular, forced into taking writing as an alternative because there was no money, no
knowledge and indeed no market in Hausa movie- or video-making at the time. Some of
them were members of drama clubs, which became training grounds for future authors.
One question yet to be answered is why these authors write prose-fiction rather than
plays.


The Hausa video industry now has a greater market potential than books: one does not
need to be literate to watch movies; the dialogue is in a language people can understand –
not Hindi, for example – and the many other attractions such as songs and dances are
more understood by the viewer. As with the book industry, women and children form a
larger percentage of the market. A book is cheaper to produce, but the net returns from
the production of a home video are much higher. For instance, an author might make ten
thousand Naira (¥10,000) from the sale of five thousand copies of a book, earning two
Naira (¥2) profit from each unit, while a video producer could earn within weeks one
hundred and fifty thousand Naira (¥150,000) or more per film. Some producers make
over one million Naira profit per film.


Hausa authors were among the pioneers of home video production in Kano although
other people are now involved in this rapidly expanding industry. The authors who turned
to the movie industry are among the best the Literary Movement has produced and yet
they now devote less time to writing and are becoming less and less active as authors.
Examples are Bala Anas Babinlata, Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino, Balaraba Ramat Yakubu
and Kabiru Yakasai. Some of the younger and emerging Hausa authors (e.g. Nazir Adam
Salih and El-Bashir Abubakar) are also involved in the home video industry and this may
reduce their literary output and endanger the growth of the Movement.


Those who pioneered the Hausa video industry were influenced by their love for
motion-pictures and particularly Indian movies, which were very popular in Hausaland.
Whether their initial motivation was to make money or not, both the pioneers and those
that joined later have discovered that it is a moneymaking business and an easy way to
become a celebrity. Authors like Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino and Bala Anas Babinlata
who were among the first to go into video production did not make much money in their
earlier movies because the industry did not have the organizational structures at that time
to enable that to happen.


Just like the book industry, the video industry had business people who came in to
support it in order to make money. Making videos costs more than producing a book but
it also yields more. For example, a movie that cost one hundred thousand Naira
(¥100,000) to produce could make triple that or even more. The whole process is
different from the way a book would be sold. In the case of a video, the producer would
sell a master copy to a distributor who would in turn then reproduce it. But over even a
short period of time, the methods have changed. Nowadays the producer of a video will
sell the distinctive printed jackets of his video to the distributor and the number of jackets
bought determines how many copies a distributor can make. A jacket now sells at forty-
five Naira (¥45). Also most new videos are now shown first in cinemas which the
producer will hire for a fee.
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4.  Magazines


An off-shoot from the literary and video movements has been a flourishing of magazines,
with glossy covers, news, interviews with ‘celebrities’, reviews and readers’ letters
columns. The first publication of this typpe, the magazine Zamani, was launched in
March 1994 with a board of directors and an editorial board composed entirely of leading
authors of the Literary Movement at that time (Aliyu Abubakar Aliyu, Muhammad
Usman, Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino, Yusuf M. Adamu, Bala Anas Babinlata, Balarabe
Sani Abdullahi, Lan’azumi Baba Cepıyar ’Yan Gurasa and the late Aminu Hassan
Yakasai). The magazine contained three short stories, an interview with a dramatist, a
personal advice column, articles on literature and science as well as a leader on kabu-
kabu commercial motorcyclists. However, no further issues of Zamani  were published.
There was a gap of five years before any other magazine related to the video and literary
movements appeared but several have since been established, have flourished and are
published regularly today (see Appendix Table 2).


Because books are often adapted as films (and occasionally films are made into
books), there is an overlap in the coverage of news and reviews. Most of the fourteen
Hausa language magazines now being regularly published deal with topics concerning
the literary and video movements, although others such as Mumtaz and Garkuwa cover
more general topics as well.


5.  Hausa authors in the home video industry


According to a list compiled by Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino, author, video producer and
publisher of Mumtaz magazine, there are – as at the end of 2002 – 132 home video
producers in Kano, out of whom 21 are also authors. This indicates that although a
number of authors are involved in home video production, they accounted for only 16%.
The majority of the authors who have joined the home video industry did so with an
adaptation of one of their own books into a film script.


In many ways, the home video movement emerged with similar characteristics to the
Literary Movement. As an author would usually also be a printer and a publisher in one,
so too in the video industry one person would be the scriptwriter, screenplay writer,
producer, director, songwriter and maybe actor as well. Another role that has emerged is
what they call ‘idea creator’ – the person who creates an idea of a storyline but lets
someone else develop it.


Because of the rapid changes that are taking place in the home video movement,
specializations are coming up and people are becoming less involved in several things.
There are people that are recognized as directors (such as the late Aminu Hassan Yakasai,
Tijjani Ibrahim and Ishak Sidi Ishak), producers (Bala Anas Babinlata and Ahmad Salihu
Kano), songwriters (Sani Yusuf Ayagi and Hamisu Bature) actors (Ali Nuhu, Bashir Bala
Ciroki and Tahir Fagge), actresses (Hauwa Ali Dodo, Hajara Usman and Fati
Mohammed), costumes specialists/renters (Hajiya Amina), etc. Authors play an important
role by becoming script writers and screenplay writers as well as songwriters. Some of
those now involved in the video movement are beginning to recognize the importance of
having an established author to write the script, as – they argue – it makes a better
storyline and plot.


But interestingly adaptation is not only one way. Some authors still long for relevance
in the Literary Movement and work hard to continue with book work. They may be too
busy to write new books, but some have turned their film scripts into stories just as books
have been turned into videos. The importance of the written word is also indicated by
Ibrahim Mandawari’s television series Jamila da Jamilu being subsequently adapted
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into a book. Appendix Table 3 gives details of some of the videos which have
subsequently been adapted as books.


There are a few female authors who have joined the video movement: out of the 21
that were involved as at 2002, 3 (14.3%) are females. For a variety of reasons ranging
from culture and religion to finance, these women authors usually play only one role, that
of executive producer. What that means is that they are the sole sponsors of the project,
they do not take part in the technical operations, for which they usually hire a male
director and a male producer.


6.  The future of the twin movement


Although the Hausa Literary Movement has had some setbacks as a consequence of what
may be called the ‘home video invasion’, it cannot be said – as Ibrahim Malumfashi
(2000) has – that the Literary Movement is dying or has died.


According to one of the leading booksellers in Kano, Alhaji Musa Lanbala6 of Sauki
Bookshop, there is still a market and indeed a large potential for Hausa books. He
however argued that to sustain the market, good authors are needed: established authors
should stage a comeback in order to support emerging authors. For sure, authors such as
Bala Anas Babinlata, Balaraba Ramat Yakubu, Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino, Mohammed
Usman, Kabiru Yakasai, Zuwaira Isa and many of the more popular names are being
slowly consumed by the home video invasion, while new authors are slowly replacing
them, such as Nazir Adamu Salihu, Maje El-Hajeej, Rahama Abdul Majid, El-Bashir
Abubakar, Sa’adatu Baba Fagge, Habib Hudu Darazo, Nafisa Muda Lawan, Bilkisu
Yusuf Ali and ‘Lubaba’. Many more are now emerging. These new authors are creating
their own readership while the readers of established authors are slowly losing interest. It
is widely felt that for the Movement to continue flourishing, there is the need for old
authors to stage a come back with new books.


In March 2001, ANA organized three workshops on indigenous literature in Hausa,
Igbo and Yorùbá. The National Hausa Writers Workshop took place at Rock Castle
Hotel, Tiga, Kano State and Hausa authors from all over the country were invited. As
well as the academic papers presented by Hausa scholars, the meeting listened to short
stories and poems. No Hausa play was performed, but three were developed during the
workshop. ANA will soon publish the proceedings, which I am editing. The monthly
meeting organized by ANA Kano for Hausa authors, Dandalin Marubuta, is also helping
to strengthen the movement. More recently, there has been talk of launching a website
and, with financial assistance from a well-known public figure, establishing a publishing
house for new and promising Hausa authors.


So although home videos have affected the growth of the Hausa Literary Movement,
the future is not bleak, it is bright, very bright, and the movement lives on. (See Appendix
Table 4 for a sample list of new authors and titles.) There are already indications of new
hope: the publication in 2001 of Ina Sonsa Haka by an established ‘old’ author, Balaraba
Ramat Yakubu, which had first been released as a home video; and two other notable
works both of which are much longer than other novels of the Movement, Ruwan Raina
by Amina Abdulmalik (242 pages) and Ci Talatarka by Sakina A. Aminu (370 pages).
(The only recent work of comparable length is Bature Gagare’s prize-winning 1982 novel
˚arshen Alewa ˚asa.) This I am sure is a challenge for other authors and their reaction
will be good for the future of the Hausa Literary Movement.


                                                                        
6 Interview at his bookshop in Sabon Gari market, Kano, 23 September 2000.
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APPENDIX
The abbreviation f (for female) and m (for male) is placed after the name of each author.


TABLE 1: Novels adapted into videos and the role of the author.
Note:  Roles are abbreviated as follows. a: actor, d: director, p: producer, sp: screenplay,


 sw: scriptwriter, xp: executive producer.
Abba Bature  m


Auren Jari  sw, p
Abdul Aziz Mapakin Gini  m


Idaniyar Ruwa  a, sw
Abubakar Ishaq  m


Da Kyar Na Sha  sw, p, a
Adamu Mohammed  m


Kwabon Masoyi  p, d, a
Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino  m


In da So da ˚auna  p, d, a, sp
Aminu Aliyu Argungu  m


Haukar Mutum  sw, p
Auwalu Yusufu Hamza  m


Gidan Haya  sw
Bala Anas Babinlata  m


Tsuntsu mai Wayo  sw, p, sp
Balaraba Ramat Yakubu  f


Alhaki Kwikwiyo  sw, xp
Bashir Sanda Gusau  m


Auren Zamani  sw, xp
Babu Maraya  sw, xp


Lan’azumi Baba C e p ıyar ’Yan Gurasa  m
Na San A Rina  sw, xp
Rikicin Duniya  sw, p, a


        (video title: Bakandamiyar Rikicin Duniya)
Kyan Alkawari  sw, p
Idan ∫era da Sata  p, a


Bilkisu Funtua  f
Ki Yarda da Ni  sw, xp
Sa≥adatu Sa≥ar Mata  sw, xp


Halima B. H. Aliyu  f
Muguwar Kishiya  sw, xp


Ibrahim Muhammad Kofar Nassarawa  m
Soyayya Cikon Rayuwa  sw, p


Ibrahim Mu’azzim Indabawa  m
∫oyayyiyar Gaskiya (Ja≥iba)  sw, a


Kabiru Ibrahim Yakasai  m
Suda  sw, p
Turmi Sha ∂aka  sw, p


Kabiru Kasim  m
Tudun Mhassada sw, p


M.B.Zakari  m
Komai Nisan Dare a, sw, p
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TABLE 1 (continued): Novels adapted into videos and the role of the author.
Maje El-Hajeej  m


Sirrinsu sw
Al≥ajab (Ruhi) sw


Muhammadu Usman  m
Zaman Lafiya sw


Nazir Adam Salih  m
Naira da Kwabo sw, xp


Nura Azura  m
˚arshen ˚iyayya a, sw, p


Zulkifilu Mohammed  m
Su ma ≥Ya≥ya Ne sw, p, a


Zuwaira Isa  f
˚addara Ta Riga Fata  sw, xp
Kara da Kiyashi  sw, xp


TABLE 2:  Magazines related to the literary and video movements.
Title Publisher Main theme Current editor First


issue
Base


Zamani* writer arts and literature Bala Anas Babinlata 1994 Kano
Tauraruwa writer home videos Ahmad Salihu Kano 1999 Kano
FIM writer home videos No editor at the moment 1999 Kaduna /


Kano
Mumtaz writer general Yusuf Lawan Gwazaye 2000 Kano
Shirin FIM writer home videos Sunusi Shehu Daneji 2000 Kano
Marubuciya writer/


bookseller
arts and literature Muhammad Umar


Soron Linki
2000 Kano


Garkuwa writer general Dr. Salisu A Yakasai 2000 Sokoto
NishaÎi writer city life Bala M Makosa 2000 Kano
Bidiyo writer home videos Ibrahim Sheme 2001 Kaduna /


Kano
Annur writer home videos Abdullahi Yahaya


Maizare
2002 Zaria


Annashuwa producer home videos Abbas S. Kiru 2002 Kano
Duniyar Fim producer home videos Abdullahi Aliyu 2002 Kano
Sharhi writer home videos Nasir Sa’ad 2002 Kano
Majigi producer home videos Dr. Ibrahim Bello Azare 2002 Niger
Bahaushiya writer arts and culture Ibrahim Sheme 2002 Kaduna /


Kano
Muhammadawa religious poetry 2002 Kano


Compiled by author 2002.
* Only one issue of Zamani was published. All other titles continue to be published.


TABLE 3: Some videos which have been subsequently adapted as books.
Title of home video Author Producer
Cinnaka Yusuf Lawan Gwazaye  m Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino
Jamila da Jamilu Ibrahim Mandawari  m CTV 67
Jidali Lan’azumi Baba Cepıyar ’Yan Gurasa  m (author)
Larai ta Kabiru Karima Audu Dawakin Tofa  f CTV 67
Muktar Yusuf Lawan Gwazaye  m Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino
Saudatu Aisha Lan Azimi Baba  f Lan’azumi Baba Cepıyar


’Yan Gurasa
Aminu Mijin Bose Ibrahim Muhammed Mandawari  m CTV 67
˚wai a Baka Aisha Lan Azimi Baba  f Lan’azumi Baba Cepıyar


’Yan Gurasa
Badakala Lan’azumi Baba Cepıyar ’Yan Gurasa  m (author)
Ina Sonsa Haka Balaraba Ramat Yakubu  f Ramat General Enterprises


Sources: field interviews 2001, 2002.
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TABLE 4: Sample list of new authors and their titles
Abba Shehu Musa  m


Ko da Naka
Abdullahi Hassan Yarima  m


KuÎin Jinni
Biyu-babu
Almara
Maarashiya
KuÎin sihiri
Mutuwa ko Rayuwa


Bilkisu Yusuf Ali  f
Sai Wani Ya Zubar (I-II)
Sarra≥u (I)


Hadiza Bello Bungudu  f
Zuciya Na So
So Mai Sa Canza Salo


Halima B.H. Aliyu  f
Sharri Kayan Kwalba
Nusaiba
Ramla


Ibrahim Isa Kurnar Asabe  m
Barewa Ba Ta Gudu


Iliyasu Umar  m
Baya Ba Zane
Rai da Ajali
Mummunan Farko


Jamilu Haruna Jikekha  m
Tsallake Rijiya da Baya
Na Ji Na Gani
Na Shiga Ban ∂auka Ba


Lubabatu Ya’u Wacura (‘Lubaba’)  f
So Shu≥umi (I-III)
Ilham (I-III)
Wanda Ya Daka Ta Dabo (I-II)
Malika (I-III)
Ya Ke Nan (I-II)
Zarge (I-III)


Magaji Ibrahim Umar Chiromawa  m
Yankan ˚auna


Mu’awiyya Yusuf Adamu  m
Rufe ˚ofa da ∫arawo
Ruwan Kashe Gobara


Nafisa Muda Lawal  f
Ihsan
Allah Gatan Kowa


Rabi’atu  f
Maza!


Sa’adatu Baba Fagge  f
Yi wa Kai
Wahala SiraÎin Rayuwa
Taka Tsan-tsan da Maza


Sadiya Garba Yakasai  f
Abin Na Yi Ne (I-II)
Taaici (I-III)
Auren Jari (I-III)
Wa ko ˚ane (I-III)


Saliha Abubakar Zaria  f
Wani Jinkiri
Zumuncin Zamani
Son Zuciya


Zainab Lawan Birget  f
Maza Ba Su Da Tabbas
So Ba Ya Tsufa
Sai Iri Ya ˚are
Kishiyar Uwa
Muddin ina Raye
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